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KUWAIT: For his exemplary contri-
bution to the promotion of friendly
relations between Kuwait and Italy,
Dr Hassan Askhanani, Director of the
Archeology Museum and Laboratory
at the College of Social Sciences,
Kuwait University, was bestowed the
Knighthood of the Order of the Star
of Italy by the Italian president, one
of the highest recognitions for for-
eigners. The merit  and insignia
reflect and affirms Italy’s gratitude to
the Kuwaiti people for their signifi-
cant promotion and cooperation for
bilateral ties.

“On behalf of the President of the
Republic of Italy Sergio Mattarella,
Dr Ashkhanani significantly con-
tributed to the promotion of our
warm and friendly ties, especially in
the area of  archeology,” Carlo
Baldocci, Ambassador of Italy to
Kuwait, told Kuwait Times after the
honoring ceremony. “This is not the
first time we bestowed this award to
the people of Kuwait. We have given
this award to several people since
the beginning of our diplomatic ties
with Kuwait,” he said. 

“In the coming years, we are going
to focus on collaboration in research,

especially on the archeological finds
of our team on Failaka Island. We
started archeological research on
Failaka several years ago. Normally
we have a camp for our team there,
but in the past year, we stopped
because of the pandemic. This year
we shal l  restart once again from
January and maybe up until February
next year to see more in this area. Dr
Ashkhanani has been very helpful
and has been part of the archeologi-
cal research. This is a very important
recognition and we are honored to
present this knighthood to the man of
the hour - Dr Ashkhanani,” he added. 

Ashkhanani was glad to receive the
award from the president of Italy.
“This knighthood is highly appreciat-
ed, especially coming from President
Sergio Mattarella himself. I am much
honored to be awarded this very sig-
nificant award. Thank you very much
to all the people who were part of my
work which landed me on this stage
to receive the knighthood. I got the
opportunity to collaborate with Rome
University last year; Kuwait
University was the host of the archeo-
logical research and we gained lots of
experience and knowledge from them.
We benefited from it, from our stu-
dents to our professors,” he said. 

He said he had connections with the
Italian mission here because he was in
the archeological institute and it was
part of his PhD studies. “I’ve done my
PhD in archeology (Kuwait and the
Arabian Gulf) and have provided the
Italian team with all the information
needed for their archeological dig and

research, like photographs, laborato-
ries and technical support for their
team,” Ashkhanani said.

The Order of the Star of Italy is a
knighthood awarded by the
President of the Republic of Italy to
Italian individuals living abroad or
foreigners who have made a signifi-

cant contr ibution to promoting
friendly relations and cooperation
between Italy and countries around
the world. Italy has given this medal
to a number of top officials as well as
people and entrepreneurs in the sec-
tors of politics, economy, justice and
culture. 

Askhanani awarded Knighthood
of the Order of the Star of Italy

For his contributions in promoting relations between Kuwait and Italy

KUWAIT: Dr Hassan Askhanani poses with the Knighthood
of the Order of the Star of Italy. 

Ambassador of Italy to Kuwait Carlo Baldocci (center) receives a memento from
Kuwait University’s College of Social Sciences. —Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Visa transfer 
halt may create 
problems for schools
KUWAIT: As a full return to schools draws
near with the start of the second school term
on Feb 13, an educational source said the

decis ion of  the Publ ic  Author i ty  for
Manpower (PAM) to suspend transfer of busi-
ness visas to residency permits may create a
crisis for some private schools, particularly
Pakistani , Phi l ippine and Indian schools ,
because some schools are suffering a severe
shortage of teachers, drivers, janitors and
administrators.

The source said timings of the school year
differ for some communities. “There are some
who start the school year in March or April

and there is no problem with that as far as full
or partial return is concerned for the current
hybrid system, but the important thing is for
every school to be ready, mainly with regards
to human resources,” said the source.

The source further indicated that each
school has its own circumstances that may dif-
fer from others, “and the education ministry
must present all facilities to private schools
and remove all obstacles from their path.” The
education sector must be excluded from the

business visa transfer ban because work in this
sector is still unstable despite the full return of
normal life to the country, the source argued.

He said all private schools are complying
with health protocols  and precautionary
measures, but the major problem is in the pro-
cedures of the documentary cycle in issuing
work permits. He hoped the education min-
istry in cooperation with other government
agencies will exclude the education sector
from this cycle. 

Palestine thanks
Kuwait for blocking
Zionist entity’s ships
KUWAIT: Ambassador of Palestine to Kuwait Rami
Tahboub expressed appreciation to Kuwait for a
recent government decision to suspend entry of car-
go ships carrying goods to and from the Zionist enti-
ty. “On behalf of President of Palestine Mahmoud
Abbas as well as the government and people of
Palestine, I would like to express gratitude to His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah, his highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, and His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah for the Kuwaiti govern-

ment’s decision taken by
Minister of Public Works,
Minister of Commerce
and Information
Technology Dr Rana Al-
Fares to suspend entry of
cargo ships carrying
goods to and from occu-
pied Palestine,” he said in
a statement. 

This decision is yet
another proof that the
Palestinian cause
remains a top priority for Kuwait, Tahboub said,
noting that it further motivates the Palestinian
people in their struggle against the Zionist entity.
“The decision reasserts Kuwait’s supportive
position towards the Palestinian cause, and deal-
ing with it as a non-negotiable issue of princi-
ple,” he said.

Palestinian Ambassador
Rami Tahboub

BERLIN: Kuwait’s Embassy in Germany yesterday
urged Kuwaiti citizens on German lands to follow
new coronavirus countermeasures the German gov-
ernment put into effect. The embassy called on citi-
zens to pay attention to new guidelines proposed
by German authorities. It added that these measures
are an expansion of what is known as the 2G rule,
which states that those vaccinated or recovered
could be admitted into restaurants, hotels, pools,
gyms, theaters and other normal life practices. It
added that the new requirements include tightening
measures against unvaccinated people. For instance,
they are not permitted to meet with more than two
people from another family. It indicated that the
only exception they are allowed is that they will be
granted entry into convenience stores like super-

markets and pharmacies.
Additionally, pharmacists and dentist will be

allowed to administer vaccine shots in order to
expand vaccination campaign as much as possible
and wearing masks will be mandatory in schools. As
for sports activities and cultural events, attendance
will be limited to vaccinated and recovered people,
and will not exceed 30 to 50 percent of the total
capacity. For example, audiences in closed halls
must not exceed 5,000 people and 30,000 in open
areas with committing to wearing masks.
Gatherings in streets and piazzas, and fireworks to
celebrate New Year’s Eve will not be permitted.
Moreover, it is indicated that there is a directive to
impose mandatory vaccination by February 2022
via parliamentary voting. —KUNA

Kuwaitis in Germany urged to follow
new coronavirus countermeasures

Kuwait, Egypt 
industry bodies sign 
cooperation agreement
CAIRO: A Kuwait-based industry body has signed
an agreement with its counterpart in Egypt as part
of efforts to bolster scientific research and give
impetus to joint projects. As per the deal agreed
between the Kuwait-headquartered Arab Planning
Institute and the Federation of Egyptian Industries,
the respective workforces of both bodies will be
given opportunities to hone their skills with the
desired goal of “more efficient” output, according
to a memorandum of understanding. The deal will
also allow both sides to hold joint workshops and
seminars as viable platforms for the exchange of
knowhow, with particular focus given to common
development plans, the Arab Planning Institute said
in a statement yesterday. The agreement was co-
inked by the institute’s Director General Badr

Malallah and Chairman of the Federation of
Egyptian Industries Mohammad Al-Swaidi at the
federation’s headquarters in Cairo, Egypt. —KUNA

CAIRO: Arab Planning Institute’s Director General Badr
Malallah and Chairman of the Federation of Egyptian
Industries Mohammad Al-Swaidi sign the agreement
in Cairo, Egypt. —KUNA


